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Chevichelova a component of multicultural 
competence of university students in the process of learning a foreign language

In the article the importance of cultivating tolerance among university students through 
foreign language learning has been grounded. The essence of tolerance as a component of 
multicultural competence has been defined. The peculiarities of cultivating tolerance through 
foreign language learning have been analyzed; the techniques for cultivating tolerance at the 
foreign language classes have been considered.

It is pointed out that the problem of teaching tolerance is especially topical for students
at higher school, since the modern educational system doesn’t provide proper opportunities to 
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cultivate this quality among future specialists. Meanwhile, tolerance is an important indicator of 
social and professional maturity of a specialist, his or her competitiveness, as it promotes 
constructive dialogue with other cultures in a multi-ethnic world.

Foreign language learning provides the broadest opportunities for interaction and 
cultivating tolerance among students. In the process of foreign language learning the students 
not only master language and speech units, but also acquire linguistic-cultural, country-specific 
and sociolinguistic material. 

A close student-teacher interaction in foreign language learning gives an opportunity to 
study the various personal and psychological features directly and to choose methods, 
techniques and means of educational influence accordingly. There is a general shift of 
paradigms. Traditional teaching model (from knowledge to skills) is supplied with new 
technologies that are based on the principles of cognitive activity, where the main acting person 
is a student as a subject of the educational activity.

It is emphasized that the structure of foreign language communicative competence of a 
young specialist involves a number of competencies: language, speech, socio-cultural and 
multicultural. Therefore, a multicultural competence of a university student is an important 
structural component of foreign language communicative competence of a future specialist, and 
tolerance is its integral part.

Acquiring practical skills of a foreign language is vitally important for successful 
communication and developing the ability to engage in dialogue. Thus, the teacher of a foreign 
language has an opportunity to influence students’ ability to build effective relationships based 
on tolerance. For these purposes the following types of work can be used: debates, “round 
tables”, conferences, role-plays on the topics studied in various specialty areas.

The techniques for cultivating tolerance at the foreign language classes are considered. 
In particular, such collective forms of interaction as group and pair work are discussed. The 
most important problems can be solved in groups and pairs and certain points of view can be 
formed just in the process of interaction.

It should be noted that comparing purely linguistic realities, for example, grammar of 
different languages can also contribute to cultivating tolerance among university students. To 
become tolerant individuals, students should acquire discursive behavior, i. e. behavior during 
conversation. The attention is paid to the fact that there are two basic methodical approaches 
used when introducing foreign material; they are: country-specific and linguistic-cultural from 
insider’s and outsider’s position.
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